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Interesting concept... makes me wonder.... where a second version of the game can go... more weapons? Enemy patterns?
Smoke physics? Great gameplay, by the way!. Utter garbage.. Sadly, this is a rather mediocre hidden object game that was
developed by "SpinTop" rather than PopCap (who only published it) - wish I'd noticed that before purchasing as PopCap
themselves make excellent games.

There is a simple story-framing piece of text at the start, then it's the same New York-themed screens (with like 10 objects to
find in each) over and over and over, with each grouping of 2-8 (of the 25) screens separated by simple match 3, word find,
jigsaw or rotation puzzle, with no actual story (unlike, say, Pirateville from MumboJumbo, where you have story setups for
every screen you play). Got about 12 "clues" (levels, out of 25) in before giving up in boredom, so I don't know if they bothered
with anything other than a simple text outro once you find the will...

In short, not worth the effort or the price - and *always* check to make sure PopCap's the developer as well as the publisher
before buying. :\/

EDIT: Oh, and worst of all, if you leave your mouse on an object while you're searching for others (to remind yourself where it
is so you can get multiple in a row for a speed bonus), it will pop up a big panel, that you have to click away, once per scene
telling you that you can use the hint button (no matter how many times you may have used that button in the past). So incredibly
annoying.. in needs a sandbox other wise than that 10 out of 10
. Cute game, some of the later puzzles were quite challenging.. It's an easy puzzle with a charming art style and a peaceful,
relaxing music. Just try to get it at discount price, as it's a bit short.. I found Corinne Cross's Dead & Breakfast to be a very
enjoyable experience. The characters and cute artistic direction were my favorite elements, as they really brought the game to
life. Taking a ride to Chloe's Roses with an inventory full of exquisite white flowers always brought a smile to my face. Chloe
always knew I had the best green thumb in town! ;)

Corinne Cross's Dead & Breakfast is a shining example that good writing and smart attention to detail are vital to a game having
a soul. Something that is sorely lacking in many of today's games.. Very fun game. If you use a keyboard, like me, the difficulty
is greatly increased. The physics are amazing, and reflect some real snowboarding. (Preloading take off, set up turns into jump
for spins, rails) Carving in this game is so much fun! Reccomended for sure, but needs some work with keyboard controls.. It's
more like a game about teaching you a small bit about botany and gardening with a lot of clicking to help grow the plant you're
trying to raise. Upgrades are a bit of a game ruiner since almost every obstacle that could hinder you from achievieng a better
"score" are practically gone once you purchase them.

I was really expecting to see a lot more than just 5 plants in this game but unfortunately that wasn't the case. The game was far
too small for what it may have been.. Played the beta and am very excited to continue playing this game! Super fun and
addicting :)

Highly recommended A+++
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LOL, it's just a lame stock picture with pictures poorly photoshopped on it.. Fun Christmas game, probably the best of all 3
games released so far. The game can get buggy if you try playing widescreen (3440x1440) as it's made originally for much
smaller screens. However the bugs and glitches go away if you play in small screen mode. Not as appealing graphically but it
gets around the problems.

Still a fun, festive time waster to pass those cold snow days.. Not easy but very entertaining.. My 4 and 7 year old approve of
this game.

My wife....not so much.. Holy crap! Galaxy Trucker!

It's a port of the mobile version, but that's not a complaint. I freaking love that game.

With the mouse controls being more accurate, I definitely prefer the PC version over mobile.

So stoked this came out, been looking for a PC version for ages.. This is the best game I have played since Pac man. The grafics
are top notch and the shooting animations are the best I have ever seen.. i regret buying this game its a great game but nobody
plays it anymore :(

so dont buy it unless the playerbase gets revived. Great metal references! I absolutely love the characters and the dialogue! All in
all, a very unique RPG.
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